Mimecast Email Security Cloud Integrated

- World-class email security
- Optimized M365 protections
- Effortless, immediate deployment
- Simplified administration
Block email-based cyber threats
World-class protection from the leader in email security for 20 years.

Email continues to be the most widely used vehicle for cyberattacks, and the risk is growing. Changes in the way employees collaborate and communicate have transformed your work surface into your risk surface, while mass adoption of Microsoft 365 has increased attackers’ motivation.

Who can you trust to keep email secure? Enter Mimecast Email Security Cloud Integrated (CI).

Partner with the best — AI-powered detection, world-class efficacy
As the leader in email security for 20 years, Mimecast offers industry-leading detection and world-class efficacy trusted by 42,000 customers globally. By applying the right detection capabilities at the right time, Email Security CI surrounds your communications with continuous protection to block the most sophisticated threats, from phishing and ransomware to credential theft and zero-day attacks.

The industry’s most robust view of the email threat landscape – derived from Mimecast’s inspection of 1.7 billion emails daily – powers instantaneous blocking of the vast majority of email-based attacks, while the latest in AI and Machine Learning provides intelligent detection of both emerging and unknown threat types.

Key Benefits
- Complete protection for M365
- Immediate deployment
- AI-powered detection, world-class efficacy
- Simplified administration
- Optimized protections out of the box
- Real-time threat intelligence on blocked threats
- One-click remediation
- Removal of historic email threats
- AI-powered email warning banners
- Extensibility through rich APIs

Multiple challenges, one solution
Try the full Cloud Integrated suite, including Email Security, Protection for Microsoft Teams, Awareness Training, and Sync & Recover, free for 30 days.

Free Trial
Optimize protections immediately
Deployed in just minutes, Email Security CI gets to work for you right away. The solution scans historic email to identify and remove historic threats that were missed by M365 or designed to become malicious post-delivery. Because integration with M365 is seamless, with Email Security CI augmenting the protections that Microsoft provides, M365 protections are optimized immediately upon deployment.

Simplify email security administration
Email Security CI provides the strongest possible protection for email in the simplest possible way. Security is optimized with pre-set configurations based on Mimecast's 20 years of experience defending the top attack vector. There's no time-consuming setup to undertake or time-draining monitoring and administration required. Put simply, it just works.

Get complete protection for Microsoft 365 in minutes
Phishing, ransomware, credential harvesting, weaponized attachments. A single missed threat can have devastating consequences. And while M365 is a great productivity tool, layered protections are essential to keeping your organization secure.

Email Security CI is an Integrated Cloud Email Security solution purpose-built to give you unparalleled protection for M365. Deployed in just minutes, it enhances and augments the native security that M365 provides, applying industry-leading detection to block attacks that Microsoft misses.

The Mimecast Difference
Why Compromise?
- World-class email security efficacy
- 42K+ Email Security customers globally
- AI-powered detection
- 20 years of experience
- Experts at securing M365
- Total deployment flexibility

Stronger Together
Mimecast is proud to protect 27K+ customers who use Mimecast Email Security alongside Microsoft 365.

How it works
Deploy in Minutes ➤ Close Gaps in M365 security ➤ Apply the industry's most advanced detection ➤ Trust email again
Inbound, outbound, and internal email ➤ Microsoft Defender ➤ Email Security CI ➤ Safe email delivered to inboxes
**Empower employees with AI-powered email warning banners**

As email-based threats become increasingly targeted and sophisticated, it’s essential to have layered defenses that can detect attack types — like social engineering — that go beyond the use of known-bad techniques. Email Security CI protects employees all the way down to the point of risk, applying Social Graphing to map communications patterns, identify anomalies, and assess risk. AI-powered warning banners are then applied only to emails that warrant them and updated in real-time across devices when risk levels change.

**Easily understand what emails were blocked and why**

Email Security CI gives you up to the minute threat intelligence on what emails have been blocked, the type of threat detected, who was targeted, and the actions that were taken to keep users safe. The solution’s intuitive threat dashboard offers information at a glance, while drill down capabilities provide granular information when you want to dig in.

---

**42K**

Email Security customers globally.

**1.7B**

Emails inspected by Mimecast daily, giving us the industry’s most robust view of the threat landscape.